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Program

Welcome ........................................... Dr. Kim Klein
Director, Honors Program

Opening Remarks ................................ Dr. Mike Long
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Student Presentations:

"Are Hands-On Pedagogical Strategies Most Effective When Teaching Probability?" .............................. Valerie Koontz

"An Analysis of Student Results on Different Types of Assessment Questions on Traditional Math Assessments". ..................... Kelly Dirks

"Utilizing Multiple Intelligences in 4th Grade Spelling" ........... Emily Jung

"Do Games Help Students Retain Vocabulary?" .......... Emily Sattler

"Queers Should Quit Libraries: The Problem with Banning and Omitting Queer Materials from Library Collections" ............ Elisabeth Rauch

"Media Convergence in Education: Facilitating Research for a Digital Generation" .......................... Nicholas Ray

Closing Remarks ................................. Dr. Tracy Schoolcraft
Associate Provost